Why Sealy?
You spend a third of your life in bed and having the right
mattress is important to the quality of sleep you experience.
Sealy sleep systems are designed to offer your body the
right amount of support, while providing you with a
superior level of comfort to relieve pressure points.
Handcrafted to order in Australia using the latest in
quality, locally sourced materials. Sealy have been
providing Australians with the support they need
to sleep better for over 65 years.

Sealy Collection
Representing exceptional value for
money, this range is backed with the
knowledge and experience of Sealy
Posturepedic. Reliable support is
delivered through the exclusive
PostureTechII® spring system. Feel
cradled across the entire sleep surface
with superior comfort and
innovative EdgeGuard®.

Sealy Lux
If you are looking to upgrade your
sleep, the Lux collection offers a
selection of enhanced features.
The advanced Gel Centre delivers a
high level of conformance to the lower
part of the back, where it’s needed
most. While the patented
UniKey technology provides
additional edge support and stability
to the sleep surface.
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Sealy Posturepedic Singles
For the ultimate support the body needs from
Australia’s most trusted bedding brand.
Utilising world-class design practices and
rigorous testing, this collection is developed
specifically for single sleepers of all ages.
Featuring the patented SRxII® titanium alloy
support system and superior comfort, this
sleep system is designed to enable the body to
rest and rejuvenate for the day ahead.

Sealy Singles
Sleep is one of the most important
requirements in early childhood development
and this range is designed to support growing
bodies. Featuring functional technology,
including the PostureTechII® spring system, the
range provides a single sleeper with the best
combination of comfort, support and value.

Bed Size

Dimensions

Single*

915 x 1900

Single XL*

915 x 2030

King Single*

1055 x 2030

Double

1385 x 1900

Queen

1525 x 2030

King

1835 x 2030

Designed and built in Australia
Sealy of Australia has
manufacturing centres in
Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide and Perth. Used under
license from the trademark
proprietor by MADAD Pty Ltd
trading as Sealy of Australia.
ABN 57 009 678 344

Sizes
Note: All sizes are nominal and should be used as a guide
only. Dimensions are width by length in millimetres.
*Sealy Posturepedic Singles and Sealy Singles available
in Single, Single XL and King Single sizes
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